QUIET CORNER ENVIRONMENTAL MOVIES
AT YALE MYERS FOREST

As always, 7 pm for Refreshments
7: 30 for the Movie
Wednesday, June 20 GREEN FIRE
th

Come see "Green Fire" Aldo Leopold and a land ethic for our time. This is a movie
sponsored and created by The Center for Humans and Nature, The U.S. Forest Service,
and The Aldo Leopold Foundation. The film explores the life and legacy of the famed
conservationist.

Thursday, June 28 BLUESPACE
th

This movie is one that has been created by one of our own School Alumni – Ian Cheney.
He was producer and director of “King Corn”, a well known environmental movie
concerning the incredible dominance of corn derived products in our food. In his latest
effort Ian examines our fraught relationship with our home world by delving into the
sci-fi speculation of “terraforming,” or making another planet Earth-like, by altering its
atmosphere. He calls on a fanciful brain trust to process this big idea: a desert camp of
Mars hopefuls; a bevy of novelists; Hurricane Sandy survivors; a Brooklyn canoe club.
Bluespace makes a strong case for taking better care of our water-rich planet so that
future generations won’t have to resort to interplanetary colonization.

Wednesday, July 11 CHESHIRE, OHIO, AN AMERICAN COAL STORY
th

A gun toting 83-year old woman refuses to sell her house to the power plant next door.
But despite her refusal, the plant has moved ahead with their 20 million dollar deal to
buy out most of Cheshire and bulldoze all the homes. What happened in this Ohio River
town overrun by one of the largest coal-fired power plants in the world? A story of
money, power and the increasingly difficult choices we face surrounding coal and the
environment, Cheshire, Ohio makes us think twice about home.

Thursday, August 2 ONE BIG HOME
nd

Gentrification comes in many forms. On the tiny island of Martha’s Vineyard, where
presidents and celebrities vacation, trophy homes threaten to destroy the island’s
unique character. Twelve years in the making, One Big Home follows one carpenter’s
journey to understand the trend toward giant houses. When he feels complicit in
wrecking the place he calls home, he takes off his tool belt and picks up a camera.
Directions to Yale Myers Camp: From New Haven, take I91N to I84E to Exit 71, left off the ramp and straight through 2
stop signs and 2 blinking stop lights, onto a dirt road and then back to pavement for ~1.75 miles, look for orange gate on
left. Locally, head west on Centre Pike from the junction of Rte 171, look for orange gate ~1 mile on right. 150 Centre
Pike, Eastford, CT 06242. (203) 927-4195

